
REGULAR VERBS 
 
 

BASE 

FORM 

SIMPLE 

PAST 

PAST 

PARTICIPLE 

accept accepted accepted 

access accessed accessed 

accomplish accomplished accomplished 

act acted acted 

add added added 

admit admitted admitted 

affect affected affected 

agree agreed agreed 

allow allowed allowed 

amaze amazed amazed 

analyze analyzed analyzed 

annoy annoyed annoyed 

answer answered answered 

apologize apologized apologized 

appear appeared appeared 

approach approached approached 

arrive arrived arrived 

ask for asked for asked for 

attend attended attended 

attract attracted attracted 

backpack backpacked backpacked 

bake baked baked 

barbecue barbecued barbecued 

believe believed believed 

bicycle bicycled bicycled 

block blocked blocked 

boil boiled boiled 

bore bored bored 

borrow borrowed borrowed 

burn burned burned 

call called called 

celebrate celebrated celebrated 

change changed changed 

chat chatted chatted 

check checked checked 

clean cleaned cleaned 
communicate communicated communicated 

commute commuted commuted 

compare compared compared 

complain complained complained 

connect connected connected 

continue continued continued 

cook cooked cooked 

court courted courted 

create created created 

carry carried carried 

 
 
 
 

REGULAR VERBS 
 
 

BASE 

FORM 
SIMPLE 

PAST 
cause caused 

cheat cheated 

climb climbed 

compare compared  

complete completed  

compose composed  

confront confronted  

confuse confused 

construct constructed  

control controlled 

count counted 

criticize criticized 

date dated 

daydream daydreamed  

decide decided 

decide decided 

delay delayed 

deliver delivered 

deny denied 

describe described 

design designed 

develop developed  

dial dialed 

differ differed 

direct directed 

disagree disagreed 

discover discovered  

dislike disliked 

divorce divorced 

double doubled 

dress dressed 

drop dropped 

earn earned 

e-mail e-mailed e-

embarrass embarrassed 

enjoy enjoyed 

enter entered 

exchange exchanged  

excite excited 

expect expected 

explain explained 

explode exploded 

expose exposed 

express expressed  

fascinate fascinated  

fasten fastened 

 
 
 

 

 

 

caused 

cheated 

climbed 

compared

completed

composed

confronted

confused 

constructed

controlled 

counted 

criticized 

dated 

daydreamed

decided 

decided 

delayed 

delivered 

denied 

described 

designed 

developed

dialed 

differed 

directed 

disagreed 

discovered

disliked 

divorced 

doubled 

dressed 

dropped 

earned 

mailed 

embarrassed

enjoyed 

entered 

exchanged

excited 

expected 

explained 

exploded 

exposed 

expressed

fascinated

fastened 

PAST 
PARTICIPLE



REGULAR VERBS 
 

BASE 
FORM 

SIMPLE 
PAST 

PAST 
PARTICIPLE 

fill filled filled 

finish finished finished 

fish fished fished 

fix fixed fixed 

flood flooded flooded 

follow followed followed 

form formed formed 

fry fried fried 

gain gained gained 

graduate graduated graduated 

guess guessed guessed 

happen happened happened 

hate hated hated 

head headed headed 

heat heated heated 

help helped helped 

honor honored honored 

hope hoped hoped 

ice-skate ice-skated ice-skated 

identify identified identified 

improve improved improved 

include included included 

insist insisted insisted 

interest interested interested 

interpret interpreted interpreted 

introduce introduced introduced 

invent invented invented 

invite invited invited 

join joined joined 

kid kidded kidded 

knock knocked knocked 

last lasted lasted 

learn learned learned 

lie lied lied 

light lighted lighted 

like liked liked 

list listed listed 

listen to listened to listened to 

litter littered littered 

live lived lived 

land landed landed 

locate located located 

lock locked locked 

look looked looked 

love loved loved 

major majored majored 
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BASE 
FORM 
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PAST 

PAST 
PARTICIPLE 

manufacture manufactured manufactured 

marinate marinated marinated 

marry married married 

mind minded minded 

miss missed missed 

move moved moved 

nag nagged nagged 

need needed needed 

notice noticed noticed 

observe observed observed 

offer offered offered 

open opened opened 

organize organized organized 

own owned owned 

paint painted painted 

park parked parked 

park parked parked 

pass on passed on passed on 

pay paid paid 

perform performed performed 

persuade persuaded persuaded 

pick up picked up picked up 

place placed placed 

plan planned planned 

plant planted planted 

play played played 

plug plugged plugged 

pour poured poured 

prefer preferred preferred 

prepare prepared prepared 

press pressed pressed 

process processed processed 

produce produced produced 

project projected projected 

promise promised promised 

protect protected protected 

prove proved proved 

provide provided provided 

rate rated rated 

realize realized realized 

recharge recharged recharged 

recognize recognized recognized 

recommend recommended recommended 

record recorded recorded 

refuse refused refused 

relax relaxed relaxed 
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BASE 
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PAST 
PARTICIPLE 

release released released 

relieve relieved relieved 

remember remembered remembered 

rent rented rented 

repair repaired repaired 

repeat repeated repeated 

require required required 

research researched researched 

respect respected respected 

retire retired retired 

return returned returned 

return returned returned 

reward rewarded rewarded 

roast roasted roasted 

rush rushed rushed 

save saved saved 

say said said 

scare scared scared 

shock shocked shocked 

scratch scratched scratched 

seem seemed seemed 

serve served served 

shop shopped shopped 

show showed showed 

skip skipped skipped 

slump slumped slumped 

solve solved solved 

sound sounded sounded 

spill spilled spilled 

star starred starred 

start started started 

state stated stated 

stay stayed stayed 

steam steamed steamed 

stock stocked stocked 

stop stopped stopped 

store stored stored 

stretch stretched stretched 

study studied studied 

subtracted subtracted subtracted 

suggest suggested suggested 

surprise surprised surprised 

surround surrounded surrounded 

talk talked talked 

tame tamed tamed 

tap tapped tapped 
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BASE 
FORM 

SIMPLE 
PAST 

PAST 
PARTICIPLE 

taste tasted tasted 

thank thanked thanked 

touch touched touched 

track down tracked down tracked down 

train trained trained 

translate translated translated 

transmit transmitted transmitted 

travel traveled traveled 

trust trusted trusted 

try tried tried 

turn turned turned 

unplug unplugged unplugged 

use used used 

visit visited visited 

volunteer volunteered volunteered 

wait waited waited 

walk walked walked 

want wanted wanted 

warn warned warned 

watch watched watched 

welcome welcomed welcomed 

whistle whistled whistled 

wish wished wished 

wonder wondered wondered 

work worked worked 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

 
 



 

IRREGULAR VERBS 
 

BASE 

FORM 

SIMPLE 

PAST 

PAST 

PARTICIPLE 

be was / were been 

become became become 

begin began begun 

bet bet bet 

break broke broken 

bring brought brought 

build built built 

buy bought bought 

catch caught caught 

choose chose chosen 

come came come 

cost cost cost 

cut cut cut 

dig dug dug 

do did done 

drive drove driven 

eat ate eaten 

fall fell fallen 

feel felt felt 

find found found 

fit fit fit 

fly flew flown 

forget forgot forgotten 

forgive forgave forgiven 

get got gotten 

give  gave given 

go went gone 

grow grew grown 

hang hung hung 

have had had 

hear heard heard 

hide hid hidden 

keep kept kept 

know knew known 

leave left left 

lend lent lent 

let let let 

lie lay lain 

lose lost lost 

make made made 

mean meant meant 

meet met met 

put put put 

quit quit quit 

read read read 

ring rang rung 
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PAST 

PARTICIPLE 
run ran run 

see saw seen 

send sent sent 

shut shut shut 

sit sat sat 

speak spoke spoken 

spend spent spent 

spread spread spread 

stick stuck stuck 

swim swam swum 

take took taken 

teach taught taught 

tell told told 

think  thought thought 

throw threw thrown 

wear wore worn 

win won won 

write wrote written 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

 

 




